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Abstract Ability of caching the contents is one of the most important feature of an Infor-
mation Centric Networking (ICN) node. By managing the cache space intelligently we can
improve network’s performance and increase users’ Quality of Experience (QoE). More-
over, scalable video streaming in ICN is envisioned to be very beneficial as well as a
challenging issue. In this paper, we are proposing a mechanism for cache management and
request forwarding policies for scalable video streaming in ICN. Our proposed cache deci-
sion policy ensures to cache the base layer of a scalable video near to the users, which is
mandatory layer for decoding any SVC encoded video and is needed by all the users with
any data-rate budget, and consequently cache the higher layers in the upper nodes in the
CCN/ICN within a specific RTT range. Furthermore, our intelligent cache decision cover
fairness by considering router’s cache capacity (inside the RTT range) and at the same time
giving more priority to the nodes that are nearer to the users. A limited cooperative request
forwarding mechanism, which is the part of our proposal, plays a role to improve users’
QoE by providing the popular requested contents quickly. We have intensively simulated
our proposed cache management and request forwarding scheme. The simulation results
show that our proposed solution outperforms the current cache management schemes and
improve the cache utilization. Also our proposed scheme decrease the traffic flowing inside
the network by eliminating the request flooding and providing the requested contents from
the nearby location to the users. The proposed scheme provides video faster to the users,
specially the mandatory base layer is provided very quickly to the users.
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1 Introduction

Internet has grown many folds in the last couple of decades and this growth is to be contin-
ued. The current Internet structure which is end-to-end communication between users and
content server is not suitable to provide quality services to users because it does not fully
utilize the enriched resources of modern networking nodes i.e., routers. To take full benefits
from the advanced routers, Information Centric Networking (ICN) [1] is introduced.

Content Centric Networking (CCN) [8] is one of the premium instance of ICN on which
we are focusing in this paper. Amongmany features of CCN the most attractive is the facility
of content distribution by further utilization of in-network data storage and computational
resources. CCN users send Interest packet that contains name of the Data chunk, user is
needing. Every CCN router on the way, checks it Content Store (CS) to find the requested
Data chunk. If requested chunk is present there, the requesting node is replied with the Data
chunk on the reverse path and the Interest is discarded. Otherwise, the Interest is forwarded
towards the content provider if the outgoing face is present in Forward Information Base
(FIB). The Interest is flooded if no such face is founded in the FIB that could lead it towards
the requested Data. Information of the unresolved/forwarded Interests is saved in Pending
Interest Table (PIT) in order to handle the corresponding Data chunk as well as to aggregate
similar Interests.

On the other hand, According to [5] globally, total Internet video traffic will be 77 % of
all Internet traffic in 2019, up from 59 % in 2014. 50.8 % of that will be HD video, which
was 30.5 % in 2014. Scalable Video Coding (SVC) based adaptive video streaming [33],
which we call Scalable Video Streaming (SVS) in this paper, is considered very promising
for video delivery over the Internet because it provides video to different users with different
quality from a single file. SVC encodes video in layers which is consisted of a mandatory
Base Layer (BL) and several optional Enhancement Layers (ELs). Users are provided as
many layers as they can afford according to network situation and/or their device capabili-
ties. Quality of the video is dependent on the number of layers the user downloads, the more
layers the better quality video and vice versa.

In SVC based adaptive video streaming there is strong dependency between the layers.
In order to use higher layer(s) all the lower layers must be present. Furthermore, data down-
loaded is proportional to the number of layers downloaded, more layers downloading means
more data downloading. Therefore, some users who have low specifications devices or low
speed access network will request only BL. Users with higher specs devices and higher
speed access network will request BL along with some EL(s) and users with high specs
devices and highest speed access network will request all the layers present in a video. This
phenomenon encourages us to cache the BL nearer to the users, as it is needed by many
users, and ELs away from the users according to their hierarchy.

In this paper, we propose a caching mechanism in which the edge router specify a Round
Trip Time (RTT) range on the bases of layer requested in the Interest. The corresponding
Data chunk is cached by one router inside the specified RTT range. Routers inside the RTT
range take decision probabilistically based on its cache capacity with respect to the total
cache capacity of all the routers in the specified RTT range, to cache the content in its
CS. Selection of the RTT range is dependent on the layer of the requested video. BL is
cached in routers near to the user while the ELs are cached up in the hierarchy. Furthermore,
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we also propose a cooperative Interest forwarding mechanism, according to which if local
popularity of a cached content reaches to a threshold, it informs one hope neighbor node
about it and if a request comes to the neighbor for this content, rather than forwarding the
Interest towards the server, it directs the request to the node have cached the content. Thus
we utilize the cache more efficiently and reduce traffic inside the network.

We have extended chunk level simulator ccnsim [30] to implement our proposed mecha-
nism. We have performed intensive simulations to compare our proposal with other similar
proposals in the literature. Our proposed solution show that the mandatory BL is provided
very quickly to the users. Also our results show reduced traffic inside the network and better
cache hit rate inside the network.

Rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we cover some related work, while
in Section 3 we give some background of CCN and SVS and have derived motivation for
this paper. Section 4 discusses the system architecture and assumptions. We present our
proposed mechanism in Section 5 and performance analysis of the proposed scheme, as
compared to the other similar proposals, is covered in Section 6. The paper is concluded in
Section 7.

2 Related work

In this section we cover some of the related work done in the field of video streaming
and caching/forwarding in CCN. In order to deliver the video over the network, many
things need to be considered. Like, users’ device capabilities, network condition etc,. Fur-
thermore, network condition usually changes over the time and also differ from user to
user. These things can be achieved in two ways, i.e., by using Adaptive Bitrate Stream-
ing (ABS) [40] or Scalable Video Streaming (SVS) [33]. In ABS a single video source file
is transcoded into multiple files with different scalability like, spatial, temporal and SNR
(Signal to Noise Ratio). Video is provided to the user from a file that is suitable for the
network condition and/or users device capabilities. ABS is used for video delivery over the
network very widely. Different companies having their own proprietary standards for ABS
like Microsoft’s smooth streaming, Adobe dynamic streaming for flash and Apple HTTP
Adaptive Streaming etc.,

In the recent past ABS is standardized as MPEG-DASH [34]. Instead of writing one big
file for each video quality, MPEG-DASH store small segments for each quality. Because
of these small segments, changing from one quality to another quality is very easy. MPEG-
DASH is a pull based scheme, in which user is provided a meta-data file which contains
information of all the available qualities of the video in the server. User analyze the network
condition and on the basis of it and his device capabilities, requests the most suitable piece
of video. MPEG-DASH has been proposed for CCN in [15] and been research very much
in ICN in the last three years. On the other hand, SVS which provide the scalability through
layering, as we have discussed in detail in Section 3.2, is envisioned to be very beneficial for
CCN [12, 24]. SVC encoder transcodes video in layers and store all the layers in one file.
Users are provided as much layers as they need from this file. Thus, it reduces video storing
space by a great margin as compare to ABS in which for each quality a separate file is
stored. SVS provides storage space efficiency to the content provider i.e., server. Similarly,
it provides cache space efficiency in CCN [12].

Many researchers have taken interest in dealing with ABS as well as SVS in CCN in the
very recent past. In [19], the authors presented time-shifted TV in CCN and proposed coop-
erative in-network caching using hash based scheme for video contents. In [20], the authors
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combined the traditional hash-based and directory-based cooperative caching schemes to
treat the large video streams with on-demand access. In [17], the authors proposed an algo-
rithm for SVC in which the enhancement layer(s) downloading is discarded if they are
unable to be downloading in a specific time. In [16] and [15] the authors introduced DASH
in CCN and evaluated its performance using the real-world mobile bandwidth traces to com-
pare it with other proprietary systems. In [7], the authors raised the issue of RTT fluctuation
in CCN and proposed a new timeout estimation algorithm to quickly adjust the timeout
value and perform retransmission of video streaming in CCN in wireless networking envi-
ronment. In [16], the authors considered exploiting the CCN characteristic of providing the
contents from multiple sources as well as over multiple links in parallel. The authors pro-
posed to choose the best performing link for downloading the multimedia contents. In [29],
instead of supposing per-defined popularity for video contents, the authors find the impor-
tant points in a video and proposed algorithm to give priority to cached these important
points. Network traffic and energy efficiency have an important impact on the video, which
is considered in [9, 10] and [11].

Cache Decision is a strategy in which the router decides whether to cache Data (Content
Object) or not to cache. Several different type of cache decision algorithms are proposed
for different purposes. Such as Leave Copy Everywhere (LCE) and Leave Copy Down
(LCD) [39]. Caching scheme of the original CCN [8] is LCE, which is very simple but
it causes redundancy of Data in the network that effect the caching efficiency. By using
LCD, duplicate data can be reduce on the request path. LCD is proposed in [13] for web
caching. Progressive caching [14] extended the LCD to cache popular chunks only. In [28],
the authors have used probabilistic caching scheme termed as ProbCache. The probability
of caching the content is increasing as content is passing on a path towards the user.

Forwarding Strategy is to make a decision to choose the interface(s) of current router
to forward the Interest, when the Interest matching is unsuccessful in the CS and no entry
for the same Interest is found in PIT. In original CCN [8], routers flood the Interest to all
physical interfaces to find the Data inside the network. In [19] and [3], each router has
ranked the interfaces and choose the best path to retrieve the requested Data. If the requested
Data is not delivered by the best path, router selects the second best interface to forward the
Interest again. Hash-based routing is used in [20, 31] and [38]. In [41], the same number
of routers are formed as groups or clusters and each group stored Data in dedicated router
by using modulo hashing. One of the major problem in this method is network scalability.
Another problem is the load balancing, i.e., some routers are dumped with the Data and
other remain very less loaded.

In [6], authors consider network as one AS in which edge nodes make decision to store
and forward the Data. By using this scheme, if the AS is large, performance will decrease
and the network can face the scalability issue. In [4] the authors have tried to solve caching
problem of duplicate chunks around one hop neighbors by cooperative redundancy elimina-
tion method. In [41], the authors have introduced the Availability Info Base (AIB) to know
which router stores which Data.

In [35], the authors have classified the web caching replacement strategies as five main
categories, recency-based, frequency-based, recency/frequency-based, function based and
randomized strategies. Least Recently Used (LRU) is based on recentness of the Data. When
the router use LRU, the least recently access Data is replaced with the new Data in the
situation when cache is fulled. Ponnusamy and Kathikeyan [29] have used Function based
strategies which used Greedy dual algorithm for Data replacement in the cache.

In ICN/CCN, the bandwidth cannot be predicted precisely if caching exists. This band-
width unpredictability severely affects the video quality selection of AVC-based encoded
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videos. [24] has introduced the usage of SVC-based encoded videos in ICN/CCN to over-
come the quality selection problem of AVC. The paper shows advantages of SVC in ICN
over AVC both theoretically as well as through simulations. In [2], the authors have dis-
cussed the potential of ICN paradigm as a networking solution for connected vehicles.
Their analysis shows that ICN structure can benefit VANETs in getting their goals and
applications.

Authors of [18, 21] have proposed caching the dynamic adaptive streaming contents at
the optimum locations in the network. They have termed their proposal as DASCache. The
proposed scheme is binary integer programing based optimization problem for updating
cache of all the networking nodes periodically. They have solved the optimization problem
centrally, considering Zipf distribution based popularity of the contents. However, solving
the optimization problem for a very large network may not be feasible in CCN environment,
where caching decision is needed to be taken at the line-speed. We have compared our
proposal with DASCache, the results are discussed in Section 6.3.

3 Background and motivation

In this section we provide an overview of the CCN architecture and scalable video streaming
encoding/decoding mechanism to give a better understanding of this work to the readers. At
the end of the section, we draw a motivation for the proposed mechanism.

3.1 Content centric networking (CCN)

Current Internet is IP based which is location specific. CCN changes the architecture of
current Internet by making it information specific. In CCN users generate request packet,
called Interest, whenever they need a piece of information. Interest packet is carrying name
of the required data. These names are variable-length hierarchal identifiers similar to URIs
or the file system path names like a/b/c.mpg etc. These hierarchal names are used to direct
the Interest towards the content provider [8]. On reception of the Interest message, the con-
tent provider reply with the Data packet which is also called Data chunk which is sent back
on the reverse path. CCN routers on the path, cache the Data chunk in order to provide it to
similar requests in the near future. The content caching capability of CCN router helps in
reducing traffic inside the network by replying with the requested content locally if a copy
is present in its cache.

There are three main data structures in a CCN router namely Content Store (CS), Pending
Interest Table (PIT) and Forward Information Base (FIB). When an Interest is received by a
CCN node/router first it checks the local CS, if a copy of the requested content is present it
sends it on the reverse path and discards the Interest. If CS search in unsuccessful, the router
checks PIT for a similar Interest that is forwarded and the Data delivery for which is still
pending. If an entry is already present for the same Data chunk in PIT, the face on which
Interest is received is added to the PIT entry and the Interest is discarded. When the router
receives the corresponding Data packet it duplicates the Data packet on all the requested
ports. In case the router does not find PIT entry, it searches the FIB and forwards the Interest
on the potential face(s) that can lead towards the content provider. The Interest is flooded in
the network via broadcasting on all the faces if there is no information available in the FIB
about the potential content server.

Data delivery is relatively simple. Every router on receiving Data, checks PIT entry. If
PIT entry is present the router sends Data on all the faces and also cache a copy of it in
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CS according to its caching policy. If no PIT is found for the received Data, it is discarded
because it is either considered redundant or is considered as out dated. Interested readers
are directed to [8] for further details of CCN.

3.2 Layered scalable video streaming

In this paper we are focusing on video objects that are encoded with H.264/SVC (Scalable
Video Coding (SVC)) [32]. We call the video stream as Scalable Video Streaming (SVS)
which is encoded with H.264/SVC. We use SVC and SVS interchangeably throughout this
paper.

H.264/AVC (Adaptive Video Coding (AVC)) [22] encodes a single video in multiple
bitrates and resolution and store each instance in a separate file. Video from appropri-
ate file is provided to the users according to their needs/requests or according to their
device/bandwidth capabilities. Unlike AVC, SVC provides scalability by encoding the video
in a single file. Strength of SVC is that it enables a single video stream to support differ-
ent users with various device capabilities/requirements like, screen resolution, bandwidth
requirements, playback quality etc.

SVC achieves scalability by encoding video into multiple layers. Each SVC encoded
video has a mandatory Base Layer (BL) and optional multiple Enhancement Layers (ELs)
[33]. BL is encoded with the lowest temporal, spatial and quality parameters of the video
stream. Only BL is capable of decoding the video with the minimum quality. Enhancement
layers are used for to increase temporal quality (i.e., video frame rate), spatial quality (i.e.,
resolution) or overall quality improvement. Users fetch base layer and additional enhance-
ment layers according to its device capability and/or network condition. Layers of the SVS
are strongly interdependent. To use any layer the decoder must have all the lower layer
present with it, i.e., enhancement layer 1 can only be used if the base layer is present and
enhancement layer 2 can only be used if base layer and enhancement layer 1 are already
present and so on. SVS can be more beneficial in CCN than in the IP network because of the
caching capability of CCN routers [12]. There will be less duplicate streams for the same
video inside the network as a result of utilizing the previously cached Data inside CCN
routers.

3.3 Motivation for the proposed scheme

SVC encodes a video in a single file and users are provided as many layers as they need
according to their network connectivity and device capabilities. Li et al. [21] has shown
superiority of SVC over AVC in CCN environment. Figure 1 is showing an example of
delivering one video to 3 different users, with different device capabilities and network
connectivity, over the Internet. Let’s suppose smart phone is using 3G laptop is using WiFi
and desktop is using wire connection to access the Internet. Here, we can see that a user with
smart phone will need lower quality video because of its device specification and network
capacity. So it is provided base layer of the video only. User with the laptop can afford
higher quality video because of higher specification device and better connection, so it is
provided an additional enhancement layer (EL1) along with base layer. The desktop user is
provided highest quality (BL with 2 ELs) because of high end device and high speed link.
Here the important thing to notice is that BL is needed by all the users and EL1 by lesser
users and EL2 by more lesser users.

We use this hierarchal popularity of the video layers as the baseline guidance for propos-
ing the cache decision policy in this paper which we present in the next session. Popularity
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Fig. 1 Layered video delivery to various devices with different capabilities/bandwidth

based cache decision may not directly apply to SVS because it consider the whole one con-
tent as a unit and assigns a single popularity value to it. While in SVS different parts of a
single video file have different popularity as been discussed in the above example. This phe-
nomenon encourages us to cache the BL (the most popular) as near to the users as possible
and ELs (lesser popular) faraway from the users according to their hierarchy.

On the other hand, as we have discussed in Section 2, each request forwarding scheme
has its own pros and cons. In this paper we are presenting a light-weighted cooperated
Interest forwarding scheme. According to this scheme, when number of hits for a specific
content reaches to a threshold in a CCN node, the node give information of this content to
its parent node. The parent node stores this information in a table that we call Cooperated
Popular Content Store (CPCS) in order to direct request for this content to its child node.
This scheme will decrease the traffic inside the network by exploiting the cache of neighbor
nodes.

4 System architecture and assumptions

Our proposed cache management and Interest forwarding scheme for scalable video stream-
ing is for a group of ICN nodes that are under a single administrative domain or simply an
Autonomous System (AS). We are considering tree topology for our proposed scheme like
used by [23, 26, 37], in which the content provider (server) is attached with the root of tree
and users are connected with the leaf nodes as shown in Fig. 2. The proposal is applicable
on any kind of tree topology. A request path is consisted of all the nodes between a user and
server of the requested content or the node where cache hit occurs. Our proposed scheme
caches each video layer Vk in a specific RTT range according to the layer k on the request
path. The edge router extracts layer information from the Interest name and make decision
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Fig. 2 System diagram

on the bases of requested layer of the video. For SVS, as suggested in [12], the Interest name
is modified by adding layer ID information after the segment number in Interest packet e.g.,
stream/segments/%00%01/layer1. If the last component (layer1 in the above example) is
not mentioned in an Interest, it by default will mean the user is requesting BL. The pub-
lisher/server needs to append information of all the available layers to BL Data packet in
order to keep the playback synchronized. Therefore, when a user gets the BL of a video,
it also receives complete knowledge of all the available ELs in the server for that specific
video. To request ELs, the user is required to issue explicit Interest packet(s) mentioning
requesting layer. In order to make our proposal workable, we need some extra parameters
to be carried by the Interest and Data packets. These parameters and their usage procedure
is discussed in Section 5 (Table 1).

In our proposed scheme the Data chunk is cached at most by only one node on the return
path of Interest. The baseline goal of our system design is to cache the important parts
of video, that is needed by a large number of users, in a place that is nearer to the users.
For this purpose, our proposed system specifies a range of RT T for each layer. The BL is
kept in the range that includes the edge router/node and nearby routers. Similarly, the upper
layers are cached up in the hierarchy. In order to keep the much needed content nearer to the
users, even inside the RT T range, more weightage is given to the routers nearer to the users
for caching the chunk. Additional fairness is achieved by giving weightage to the routers
according to their cache capacity inside the range for caching the contents.
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Table 1 Symbols and
abbreviations Symbol Meaning

k Requested layer of video content(k = 1 to K)

K Total layers of video content

ci Cache capacity of a node i

CT Cache capacity of total routers in γk range

CR Cache capacity of the remaining routers in γk range

γk RTT range for layer k

RT TN Total RTT from client to server

t is The time when Interest is received by edge node i

t ic The time Interest is received by node i

M Total contents

β Threshold of cache hit for copy down and CPCS update

α Zipf parameter

N Total nodes in a path from edge node to the server

CI Cache Indicator

CM Cache Marking

CH Cache Hits (a counter in CS)

CPCS Cooperated Popular Content Store

IT Interest Type

T D Type of the Data Chunk

n Total nodes in a γk range

V k
i Layer k of content Vi

5 Proposed cache management scheme

Our proposed scheme is consisted of mainly three parts. First is cache decision process in
which an RT T range is defined for caching the content and then routers inside the rage
decides whether to cache the contents or not. Second part is the Interest packet forwarding
i.e, to decide on which face the Interest to be forwarded and third part is the cache eviction
response, i.e., in case of deleting a popular content from the content store (CS) the CPCS
needs to be updated in order to keep it consistent. All these are discussed in detail in the
following subsections. But first, we discuss some augmentation in the CCN protocol that
are necessary for the implementation of our proposal.

Content Name Face Hits

StreamX/SegY/%00%01/Layer1 f0 3

--- --- ---

Fig. 3 Structure of CPCS
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5.1 Augmentation in CCN protocol

In this section, we present a few amendments that are needed in CCN protocol for the imple-
mentation of our proposed mechanism. The changes are consisted of adding an additional
table in CCN, slight changes in the request forwarding mechanism and adding a column
in PIT and CS. A few more modification regarding the cache decision are discussed in
Section 5.2.

– Cooperated Popular Content Store (CPCS): Each CCN router (except the leaf nodes)
have a special table (CPCS) that have information of the popular contents with its one
hope child node. CPCS has a very simple structure that is consisted of three columns.
First column is for the content name, second column is for the interface towards the
child node that have the requested content in it’s CS and third column is the hit counts.
Structure of the CPCS is visualized in Fig. 3.

– New columns in CS and PIT: In this proposal we have added a new column CH to
the CS for counting the cache hits. This value is used to measure local popularity of the
content. Similarly for our proposed scheme, we need to add a column to the PIT that
will hold a one bit value. We name this column as CM (Cache Marker). If the router is
in the γk range of a chunk of video V k

i , the Interest packet will put 1 in the CM field
according to the procedure discussed in Section 5.2 otherwise the default value of this
column is 0.

– Interest Packet structure: Interest packet is carrying two extra values and an Interest
Type (IT ) field. First value is γk which is the RTT range that is used in cache decision
process. Second value is the cache capacity (CT ) of routers inside the γk range. Usage
of both these values is discussed in Section 5.2. IT field is used to differentiate four dif-
ferent types of Interest packets. Usage of IT field is discussed in detail in Section 5.3.
Optional bits in Interest header can be used, for carrying these values, as been discussed
in the Interest packet header structure in the CCN reference implementation in [25].

– Data chunk structure: The Data chunk is carrying three additional values. First value
is a one bit Cache Indicator (CI ) value that is showing the caching status of the Chunk
in current flow. Second value is CR , which is the cache capacity of the remaining path
inside the γk range. Usage of these values is discussed in Section 5.2. Third value is the
Type of Data (T D) field which is used for giving a copy to the down node for a popular
content. Usage of this value is discussed in detail in Section 5.3.

5.2 Cache decision process

In this subsection, we are discussing our proposed cache decision process. In the legacy
CCN [8] the content is cached in each and every router on the path, which creates too many
redundant copies of the content on the path. This mechanism of caching is called Leave
Copy Everywhere (LCE). In situation when the cache of a router is full (which is almost
always) some Data must be deleted from the CS to make space for the new Data. It is quite
possible that a popular content is replaced by a non popular content. Many approaches have
been proposed in the literature to solve this problem like [4, 27, 28] however, non of them
is specialized for SVS. Our proposal insures to cache the content at most only one router
in a call on the way and cache each layer in γk rage according to the layer k of the video
been carried in the Data packet. Our aim is to keep the base layer nearer to the users and the
enhancement layers in the upper router according to its hierarchy.
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5.2.1 Copy down and CPCS entry

We take the local popularity of the contents into account by recording the number of hits
that it gain in CS. These hits are recorded by the Cache Hit (CH ) field that is added to
CS. When the number of cache hit reaches to the half of a threshold β i.e., (CH = �β/2�),
the router sends an update message to its parent router to inform it about the important
Data. Line 5 to 8 in Algorithm 3 is showing this process. Upon reception of the message,
the parent node creates an entry in the CPCS and set the output face of this child node
in the CPCS for the entry (Structure of CPCS is shown in Fig. 3). Moreover, when a node
has to replace an old chunk with a new chunk, according to LRU policy, it check the CH

field. If CH is more than or equal to �β/2�, the node sends a copy of the deleting chunk to
the parent node for keeping the parents CPCS updated. On reception of the CPCS update
message (Data chunk) the parent node caches the chunk in its CS and deletes the packet
and also delete the entry for the chunk in CPCS. The process of recording and updating the
CPCS entry is discussed in Section 5.3 in detail.
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Furthermore, if CH for any chunk reaches to threshold β, in a CCN node more than
two hopes away from the user, the router marks that Data chunk which is cached by the
router one hope above the access router on the way back. Similarly, when CH reaches to a
threshold β2 the chunk is cached by access router on the way. This process is discussed in
detail in Section 5.2.3.

5.2.2 Parameters setting via interest message

Interest packet carries layer information of the requesting chunk in its name [12]. When an
access CCN node, i.e., node that is connected with user(s), receives an Interest packet it
extract the layer k information from the Interest name. On the basis of layer k the edge CCN
node defines lower bound and upper bound of RT T threshold γk according to (1).

(k − 1) ∗ (
RT TN

K
) ≤ γk ≤ (k) ∗ (

RT TN

K
) (1)

Where γk is the RTT range for video of layer k. K is the number of total layers in the
video and k is the layer requested in current Interest packet. RT TN is the RT T between
the edge node and the content server or the content provider. Edge node keeps the most
recent value of RT TN with itself that it has calculated from the last Data chunk that had
been delivered from the original content provider or the server. The lower bound and upper
bound of γk are attached to the Interest message. When Interest message is received by a
node, (node i), inside the γk range it compares RT T between the Edge node and the current
node according to (2) (we call this RT Ti).

RT Ti = 2(t is − t ic) (2)

Where t is is the timestamp attached to the Interest by the edge node as it is received,
while t ic is the current time i.e., the time Interest is received by node i. If RT Ti is in γk

range router set the Cache Marker (CM) value in PIT to 1. The Data chunk will be con-
sidered for caching in only those routers where the CM column’s value in PIT is set
to 1. Since, our cache decision that we discuss in Section 5.2.3, depends upon the cache
capacity of the routers inside the γk range. Therefore, every router in γk range updates the
total cache capacity CT by adding its own cache capacity ci to it. Total cache capacity
from first node inside the γk to the last node in γk range is represented by the following
equation.

CT =
n∑

i=1

ci

Where ci is the cache capacity of current router inside the γk range and n is the number
of routers inside the γk range. Parameter setting via Interest message is presented in
Algorithm 1.

5.2.3 Cache decision for data chunk

There are possibly two cases how a Data can be acquired. First is that the Data is taken from
the content provider or server and second case can be that the Data is taken from a CCN
router’s cache i.e., CS. Mechanism of cache hit and server hit is given in Algorithm 3. Here
we discuss both these cases in the following subsections.
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Case of server hit Interest message has marked all the routers in γk range by setting CM

value to 1 in PIT, only one router out of these will cache the Data chunk. Upon receiving the
Interest, server prepare Data packet in which it set the CI to 1 and T D to 0. Moreover, the
content server, takes CT (capacity of all the routers inside γk range) from the Interest and
append it to the Data packet. In the Data packet we term this value as CR (Cache capacity
of all the remaining routers in γk range ).

When a Data chunk is received by any router, it first check the T D bit in the chunk
header. If the T D value is 0, the router will check the CI value. If it is 0, then the router
will not consider it for caching. So the router will forward the chunk on the way back
according to PIT entry. If the CI value is 1 then the router checks the CM value in the
PIT , If it is 0 then it means this router is not in γk range. In this case, the router just
forwards the packet according to PIT entry on its way back. If this CM value is also 1 in
the PIT table, then it means this router is in γk range and should consider the chunk for
caching.

In cache decision our aim is to cache the Data chunk in router according to its cache
capacity inside the γk range and at the same time we also want to give weightage to the
routers according to its cache size. To get these preferences, our cache decision take place
in the marked routers according to formula given in (3).

Pi (Vk) = ci

CR

(3)

The above formula gives probability P for caching the Data chunk V k
i at current router.

Here CR is the cache capacity of the remaining routers on the path inside the γk range
i.e.,

CR = CT −
J∑

j=1

cj
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Here J represent number of all the routers inside γk range that are traversed by the Data.
CR is updated by every router inside the γk range according to the following formula.

CR = CR − ci (4)

If probability in (3) becomes true at any node, it caches the content in CS and changes
the (CI ) value from 1 to 0. The remaining router will not calculate the probability, when
they see CI = 0. Thus, with this CI flag, we reduce complexity of cache decision because
the calculation is done only by a subset of routers in γk range. Formula in (3) always give
probability of 1 at the edge router which ensures to cache the content if it is not cached by
any other node in γk range. The process of caching the Data chunk in γk range is shown in
line 11 to 19 of Algorithm 2.

Case of cache hit If there is a cache hit inside the network for a chunk there can be two
situations. First is that the router at which the cache hit occurred is outside the γk range.
This situation is straightforward, the hit node is considered as server. The router will reply
with the Data chunk and will set the parameters as discussed above. There can be many
causes of cache hit outside the γk range, e.g., network condition is changed over time or the
request is arrived from a different place than the previous one etc.

Second case is that the node at which the cache hit occurred is inside the γk range. In this
case the router at which the cache hit occurred will increment the CH value in CS by 1 and
will check the CH value against the thresholds β/β2. When the number of cache hit reaches
to the half of a threshold β i.e., (CH = �β/2�), the router sends an Interest message, setting
IT equal to 1 to the parent node for recording an entry in the CPCS. The process of CPCS
entry making and updating is discussed in Section 5.2.1. In case CH is less than β and not
equal to β/2, The router will reply with the Data chunk without changing the default values
of header fields. If CH is equal to β, The router will reply with the Data chunk by setting
T D field in chunk header to 1 and in case, the CH is equal to β2 the router sets T D field
to 2 and reply with the Data chunk.

The down node when receives the Data chunk, first it checks the T D in the Data header.
If the T D bit is carrying 1, the router will see, if it is the second last level router, it will
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cache the Data and will change the T D to −1, CI to 0 and will forward it to the node down.
In case, the T D value is 2, it means the Data is for copy down to the access router. The
router will see, if it is access router, will cache the Data and will forward it to the requested
user(s). Line 1 to 8 in Algorithm 2 is showing this process.

5.3 Request forwarding and CPCS update

The new table added, which we call Cooperated Popular Content Store (CPCS), is used
similarly as Content Store (CS). However, it don’t have any data but only the forwarding
interface towards the child node that has the requested Data. As been mentioned in Sec-
tion 5.1, CPCS has 3 columns that holds content name, interface for reaching the contents
and hit counts.

In our proposed scheme we introduce a slight modification in the Interest forwarding
mechanism of CCN. The Interest message is of 4 types. Each Interest is identified by the
Interest Type (IT ) header value. If the IT value is 0 then this interest is forwarded nor-
mally with the method as discussed in Section 5.2 and shown in line 21 to 31 of Algorithm
1. IT value 1 is an update message from child node to its parent node to inform it about
a popular content. This message is sent by the child node in situation when the CH i.e.,
number of cache-hits for a content reaches to the β limit. Upon receiving this update mes-
sage an entry is created in CPCS of parent node, it also set the forward interface to this
child node and set CH to 0. When the CH for any CPCS entry reaches to �β/2� in a par-
ent CCN node, it caches the content in its own CS and deletes the CPCS entry for that
content. Interest of type 2 is the Interest forwarded by the parent node towards the child
node due to CPCS hit. If the requested Data chunk is not present in the CS for type 2
Interest, the child node change IT to 3 and sends back the Interest on the receiving face
to the parent node. Upon reception of the type 3 interest, the parent node deletes the cor-
responding entry from CPCS, changes IT to 0 and sends the Interest towards the server
following FIB. Forwarding Interest of type 1, 2 and 3 is presented in line 1 to 20 of
Algorithm 1.

Here is an important thing to be noted that, in case of CPCS hit, the node where CPCS
hit is occurred will make PIT entry before forwarding the Interest towards the child node
(that have the content) just like normal Interest forwarding case. The child node which have
the actual content will be considered as the cache hit node. In case CPCS is full and Interest
of type 1 is received, an old content is deleted to make space for the new one. Selection of
the content to be deleted is done according to Least Recently Used (LRU) method.

5.4 Cache eviction

CCN router has a limited cache size which almost always remain full. In order to cache
a new content the router must delete some of the existing one. The ideal scenario is to
delete the least important content among the cached content to make space for the new one.
One of the simplest and widely used method is the Least Recently Used (LRU). Here in
our proposed system we use the same LRU, which is also used in the original CCN [8].
However, in our proposal, if new content has to replace a popular content (content whose
CH is greater than or equal to �β/2�) according to LRU, the CCN node must inform its
parent node about this, so that the CPCS in parent node remain consistent. Before replacing
the deleting chunk is sent to the parent node with T D field value is fixed with “2”. The
parent node treats this Data as been discussed above.
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6 Results and discussion

In this section we present the performance evaluation of our proposed mechanism to show
the relative performance analysis of our scheme as compare to other similar proposals.

6.1 Simulation and analytical study

To measuring the performance of our proposed schemes, we are focusing on three aspects
of the caching and forwarding schemes i.e., cache hit ratio, hit distance and download
delay.

6.1.1 Cache hit ratio

When a copy of the requested Data is found in the cache of a CCN router, we call it cache hit.
This is one of the most important parameter to measure performance of the caching scheme.
Most of the time, operators have to pay for transiting the data to a third party network. High
cache hit means lower server hits or less data is transited outside the network and vice versa.
Cache hit is measured with the following formula:

CacheHit = CacheHit

CacheHit + CacheMiss
(5)

There are a number of factors that affect cache hit ratio.

Caching scheme If the caching scheme keeps the most important (frequently requested
data) in the cache, it will increase cache hit ratio.

Interest forwarding scheme Intelligent Interest forwarding plays a vital role in cache
hits. Higher cache hitting can be achieved, if the forwarding scheme forwards the Interest
towards a node, where the requested data can be found. Flooding the Interest can achieve
higher cache hit. However, flooding produces a large amount of unnecessary redundant traf-
fic in the network which may degrade the performance. Our intelligent Interest forwarding
for popular data, through CPCS, achieves improved performance which can be seen in the
simulation results in the following sections.

Cache size Bigger size cache can give high cache hit rate. However, cache cannot be of
unlimited size because it is expensive and secondly caching and forwarding decision are
needed to be taken on the line speed. Therefore, cache size should be according to the
processing capability of the router.

6.1.2 Hit distance

Hit distance is the distance (most of the times measured in terms of number of hops) traveled
by Interest to get a copy of the requested Data. Hit distance give an idea of the traffic
flow inside the network. Shorter hit distance means the Interest and corresponding Data
packets have to travel shorter inside the network and vice versa. Hit distance performance
can be improved by keeping important data in the nearest location to the users. Our proposed
caching and forwarding schemes achieve this by exploiting important parts inside a video
contents.
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6.1.3 Download delay

Download delay is the most important parameter from the users’ point of view. Lower
download delay yields higher QoE and vice versa. Hit distance is one of the factors affect-
ing download delay. However, complexity of caching and forwarding decisions also effect
download delay. Moreover, link capacity may also have a role in the download delay. Load
on a router is another important factor that can effect the download delay. Higher load will
increase the queuing delay which will result in higher download delay.

6.2 Simulation setup

We have implemented our proposed cache management and request forwarding mechanism
by modifying chunk-level simulator, ccnsim [30] that is developed over Omnet++ simulator.
Source code of the simulator is available at [36]. All the links in the network have the same
capacity and RTT remains the same during the simulations. Table 2 shows the parameter
used in the experiments. We are considering tree topology for our simulations. The tree
constructed is a level 4 binary tree i.e., there are total 15 nodes. Server is connected with the
root of the tree while clients are connected with the leaf nodes. Clients generate requests
(Interest packets) in a randommanner governed by zipf distribution with different parameter
0.8, 1, 1.2, 1.4. There are total of 10 thousand videos with the server. Each video is consisted
of 4 layers i.e., 1 base layer and 3 enhancement layers. Users request either only BL or BL
and 1 EL or BL and 2 ELs or BL and 3 ELs on random basis. There are total of 20 chunks in
one content i.e., 5 chunks for each layer. Each chunk represents one segment of the video.

We have compared our proposal with the following caching and forwarding schemes.

Caching schemes The following four prominent caching schemes are used to show the
performance analysis of our proposed scheme in the simulations.

Leave copy everywhere This is the universal caching approach proposed in [8]. Accord-
ing to this scheme, every router caches every Data chunk that passes through it. This scheme

Table 2 Parameters used in the
experiments Parameters Values

num; repositories 1

replicas 1

num; routers 15

num; user groups 8

λ 1

max no; of layers in a video 4 (1 BL, 3 ELs)

α 0.8 ∼ 1.4

β 2

β2 3

Total Videos 104

Chunks per video (BL+ELs) 20

CDS LCE, LCD, PROB

Replacement policy LRU

Forwarding schemes fixed, NRR1, SPR, Proposed
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caches redundant copies of the Data in the network due to which the cache utilization may
be effected as the one-timer Data chunk may replace the popular one.

Leave copy down This scheme was proposed in [13]. In this scheme, whenever cache hit
occurs in a router, it gives a copy of the Data to the one hop down node.

ProbCache ProbCache [28] caches Data in the routers with probability that is dependent
on the cache size and the path length. Routers nearer to the users have high probability
to cache the chunk. This scheme do not guarantee the elimination of redundant content
caching.

Probabilistic algorithm This scheme is also called as FixedP. According to this scheme
every router caches a chunk with the pre-defined fixed probability.

DASCache DASCache [21] takes caching decision for the content on a path periodically
on the basis of contents’ popularity (Zipf distribution). The caching decision is formulated
as binary integer programing based optimization problem which is solved centrally for each
path periodically and the contents are placed at the optimum location in the network.

Forwarding schemes We compare our proposed scheme with the following Interest
forwarding schemes.

Shortest path routing According to this strategy, router chooses the shortest path
repository and sends packets on the corresponding face.

Nearest replica routing (NRR1) In this scheme, router sets up an exploration phase, in
which the node floods the neighborhood with the request for the given object. the node
that have the requested data in it’s cache reply and thus the Data is acquired. This scheme
generates extra traffic in the network which may degrade the performance in the rush hours.
for simplicity we term this scheme as NRR in the following sections.

6.3 Simulation results

In this section we discuss results of our simulation.

6.3.1 Cache hit performance

Firstly, we take the cache hit (the requested content is found in a CCN router’s cache)
parameter to compare the performance of our proposed mechanism with the existing similar
proposals. Figure 4 is showing cache hit ratio. Here we can see that hit rate for our proposed
scheme is higher than LCD, LCE and ProbCache in both NNR1 (for simplicity we call
it NRR) and SPR routing mechanisms. All of these three caching schemes suffers from
caching redundant copies of data in routers which reduces cache space utilization. SPR
is the worst performing forwarding scheme because of its inability to take the Data from
the routers that are not on the shortest path to the server. NRR performance is relatively
better. However, it floods the Interest, which produces too much useless traffic inside the
network. Cache hit rate for DASCache is also lower. There are two reasons for it. Firstly,
DASCache follows SPR for Interest forwarding which only search the router for data that
fall on the shortest path to the server. Secondly, DASCache solves optimization problem for
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Fig. 4 Comparative analysis of cache hit rate

each path, in which the most popular contents (on the basis of Zipf distribution) are cache
in the nearest router to the users. Eventually all the nodes of the same level (in case of
tree topology) will have exactly the same contents. This is because, Zipf considers global
popularity for the content which remains the same, for a given content, everywhere in the
network. Therefore, we can say that DASCache is poor performer regarding redundant data
reduction in the cache of nearby nodes. In contrast, due to CPCS, our proposed scheme
caches distinct popular contents in the nearby routers (especially same level router in tree
topology). Moreover, instead of global popularity of the content, our proposed scheme takes
cache decision on the basis of local popularity of the contents (the number of cache hits).
Hence, our proposed scheme outperforms all other schemes.

6.3.2 Hit distance performance

Hit distance shows the number of hops that the Interest/Data travels. Hit distance reflects
traffic inside the network. Figure 5 is showing average hit distance. Due to lower cache
hit rate, all of the compared schemes have to download the requested Data from the
server which results in longer hit distance. Our proposed intelligent caching and forward-
ing schemes outperforms all the compared schemes. CPCS have a vital role in performance
improvement. ProbCache and DASCache suffer with redundant contents caching and inabil-
ity of exploiting cache of the nearby routers. Interest must have to pick up the requested data
from server although a copy of the same data may be present with the nearby node. This is
because, DASCache follows SPR for Interest forwarding.

6.3.3 Download delay performance

Download delay measures the time for getting the requested contents. By average delay we
mean the time taken, on average, from issuing Interest message until getting the requested
Data. Figure 6 is showing the average delay for the download of requested content. Y-axis
of the figure is showing the average download delay per-chunk in seconds. In the figure,
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Fig. 5 Comparative analysis of hit distance

we see that our proposed scheme has the lowest delay in all the compared scenarios. This
is due to caching the important, popular and distinct contents in the nearer by routers to
the users. Moreover, our forwarding scheme exploits cache of the child nodes with the help
of CPCS of the parent nodes. The effect of lower cache hit, longer hit distance and com-
plexity of the caching and forwarding schemes affects the download delay of all the other
compared schemes. DASCache delay performance is relatively very bad. The possible rea-
son for this is the complexity of cache decision process. DASCache performance will be the
worst in larger networks due to the delay caused by solving the cache decision optimization
problem.

Fig. 6 Comparative analysis of download delay
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Table 3 Summary of comparative analysis

nrr lce nrr lcd nrr prob-Cache spr lce spr lcd spr prob- Cache DASCache Proposed

Hit rate 0.218 0.277 0.251 0.197 0.273 0.249 0.318 0.594

Hit distance 3.292 2.849 3.086 3.352 2.910 3.085 2.823 2.738

Delay(s) 0.0295 0.0266 0.0272 0.0292 0.0257 0.0272 0.0282 0.0249

6.3.4 Summary of comparative analysis

We presented comprehensive comparative analysis of different caching and forwarding
schemes. Table 3 is showing summary of our comparative analysis. Results shown in the
table are for α = 1 and cumulative cache size of the network is 10 %.

6.3.5 Analysis of different video layers

In this section, we discuss analysis of different layers of the video. As we mentioned earlier,
we have considered video that are consisted of 4 layers, i.e., one base layer and 3 enhance-
ment layers. The users randomly select to request a video either of lowest quality i.e., only
base layer, base layer with 1 enhancement layer, base layer and 2 enhancement layers or
base layer and 3 enhancement layers. In the following subsections we discuss the layered
video analysis from different perspectives.

Download delay for different video layers Figure 7 is showing the average down-
load delay of our proposed scheme for different layers of the video. Y-axis of the figure
is showing the download delay per-chunk in seconds. We cache BL of the video at the
nearest location to the users. Therefore, we can see in the figure that download delay for
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Fig. 7 Average download delay of the proposed scheme for different layers of the videos
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Fig. 8 Comparative analysis of hit rate for different layers of the videos

the BL is the lowest. Similarly, the first enhancement layer’s (EL1) delay is more than the
BL and upper enhancement layers’ delay is in increasing order. Achievements of our pro-
posed scheme is exactly according to our motivation, presented in Section 3.3, that BL is
needed by all the users regardless of their Internet connectivity and device specification and
demand for the upper layers is in decreasing order. On average, BL takes 21 % lesser time
in downloading than EL3 in the simulated scenario.

Hit rate for different video layers Figure 8 is showing comparison of the average hit
rate for different layers of the videos. In the figure, we can see that our proposed scheme
outperforms all the compared schemes for the first 3 layers of the videos. For the 4th layer

Fig. 9 Comparative analysis of hit distance for different layers of the videos
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our scheme showing the similar behavior as the other schemes. Reason of the phenomenon
is that in our proposed scheme, the last layer is almost always stored in the root node and we
did not implement CPCS for the root node. Purpose of not defining CPCS in the root node
is that both the server and the CPCS would been at one hop distance from the root node. So
instead of taking Data from the child node via CPCS, it is better to request it from the sever
as both are one hope distance. In this way we can reduce burden of maintaining CPCS in the
root node. In the scenario where the network service provider pay to the content provider
then maintaining a CPCS with the root node will be beneficial.

Hit distance for different video layers Figure 9 is showing hit distance for different
video layers. Base layer is the mandatory layer and majority of the users request it as we
have discussed in Section 3 in detail. our proposed scheme shows significant less hit distance
for the base layer and enhancement layer 1 as compared to the other schemes. Hit distance of
our proposed scheme for EL2 and EL3 is not much different from the other schemes. This
is because we cache these layers away from the users. Since a subset of users is requesting
these layers so overall impact of this is very little.

Comparative analysis of download delay for different video layers Figure 10 is
showing comparative analysis of average download delay for the proposed scheme with
other proposals for different layers of the videos. Y-axis of the figure is showing the down-
load delay per-chunk in seconds. Here, we can see that our proposed scheme is having less
delay for downloading the requested base layer and enhancement layer 1 as compare to all
other schemes been analyzed in these experiments. Download delay of our proposed scheme
for BL and EL1 is significantly lower than all the other compared schemes while, down-
load delay for EL2 and EL3 is relatively the same as of the other schemes. Since the upper
ELs are needed by a subset of users, therefore, its impact is very minor.

6.3.6 Summary of layers’ analysis

We presented analysis for different layer of the video by different caching and forwarding
schemes. Table 4 is representing summer of different layers of the videos.

Fig. 10 Comparative analysis of average download delay for different layers of the videos
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7 Conclusion

In SVC-based video streaming the mandatory base layer is required by every user who
want to watch the video while demand for the enhancement layers is decreasing as we go
up in the hierarchy. Demand for the enhancement layers depend upon users’ device capa-
bility/budget or network condition. This phenomenon encouraged us to present a caching
scheme in CCN that cache the content according to its layer information. In this paper we
presented a cache scheme that cache the base layer nearer to the users and enhancement lay-
ers away from the users according to its hierarchy. Interest packet make a group of routers
on the path by marking it that is considered for caching the corresponding Data chunk. The
group is consisted of all the router in a specific RTT range. RTT range is selected by edge
router on the basis of layer of video requested in the Interest. Data chunk upon reaching the
marked routers are cached probabilistically on the basis of current router’s cache capacity
and cache capacity of the remaining routers in the group. Furthermore, our proposed scheme
brings the popular content nearer to the users by copying it down to the routers in two hops
range from the users. Thus, our caching strategy bring the video layer requested by most of
the users nearer to the users and less requested layers away from the users according to its
hierarchy.

We also propose a request forwarding scheme in which parent node have a limited knowl-
edge of popular contents in cache of its one hop children. Child node give information of
popular contents that are cached in its CS to its parent node. Parent node stores this in a
table we call it CPCS. Instead of forwarding the request towards the server the parent node
directs Interest for the popular contents to its child node if it is present there.

We simulated the proposed scheme by extending chunk level simulator, ccnsim and
compare it with other similar proposals. Our simulation results show high cache hit in the
network, shorter hit distance and lower download delay. Also our proposal provide the
mandatory base layer quickly to the users. By caching the most demanding part of video
nearer to the users, our proposed solution decrease the traffic flow inside the network by
providing the requested contents from nearby location. For our future work, we aim to
implement our idea in the real environment and evaluate the proposal with other parameters
like received video quality etc.
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